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Driver: REPRAP

2005 @ University of Bath (UK) - replicating rapid prototyper

Goal: develop a low-cost 3D printer that can print most of its own components.

Based on filament printing (FDM/FFF).

Untill now:

A lot of 3D printers on the market based on RepRap.

Different principles and types like carthesian,

delta, polar, scara, wired, belt etc. 



INFINITY PRINTER

Conveyor belt printer advantages (infinity in Z-direction):

- Series production (AM)

- Long objects

- Hollow parts

Drivers for innovation:

- How can additive be advantageous in comparison with subtractive?

- Can personalization add value?

- Where are chances for digitization?



3D printed INSOLES

FDM Belt printer advantages (infinity in Z-direction):

- Simple, cheap and proven technology

- Series production (= Additive Manufacturing)

- More freedom in printing material compared to SLA, SLS etc.

Drivers for innovation:

- Zero waste compared to traditional milling of insoles and recyclable

- 3D printing = complexity for free

- Unmanned production

- Digital integrated workflow with 24/7 production



INSOLES



ENGINEER INNOVATIVE, but keep it simple!

- UX Design that matches target customers.

- No technical background needed to use it.

- No complex process nor settings.

- Robust construction and components.

- Easy to service (dealer & service network).

- Clear usage and user manual.

- Industrial Design that fits the target group and offers easy cleaning.

- One type of material, that covers all product requirements.
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solved CHALLENGES

- Machine: space claims.

- Process: 24/7 material supply. 

- Process: printbed adhesion.

- Product: differences in hardness of insole details.

Application wise, 3D printing has become a driver to change 

the way-of-working of a podologist.

TSG Group is proud to be at the driver seat of this innovation. 



COOPERATIONS

TSG GROUP YOUR ENGINEERING AND INNOVATION PARTNER!
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Thank you for

your attention!


